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From the Cover ……
C. japonica 'Melissa Anne'
White. Large to very large, loose to full peony form with
clusters of light yellow interspersed stamens.Vigorus, dense
growth. E-L (U.S. 1995 - Dr. L. Audioun, Biloxi, MS

(One of the best whites available- ed)
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President’s Message
Joe Holmes
St. Francisville, Louisiana

I

just attended the last local camellia
show this year in the Gulf Coast area,
the Brookhaven Camellia Society’s
th
68 Annual Show on February 6, 2021.
That show, which exhibited more than 500
blooms, was only the third Gulf Coast
club to have a show during the 2020-2021
Camellia Season. The Pensacola show and
the Ozone Camellia Club show (in Slidell,
LA) were the only other Gulf Coast shows
this season. Truly, the COVID-19 pandemic disrupted everyone’s lives, including our camellia world. Ironically, the
weather here in St. Francisville, LA has
been benign, and blooms abound! I’ve
had more than 40 different cultivars with
multiple blooms “all dressed up and no
place to go . . . almost!”
Nationally, COVID-19 also disrupted
the camellia world. The American Camellia Society’s Annual Meeting, to have
been hosted by the Ocala Camellia Society
in January at Silver Springs State Park in
Ocala, FL, was cancelled. With many of
us Camellians beginning to receive
COVID-19 vaccinations, we can hope that
in the 2021-2022 Camellia year our
beloved shows will resume.
So, even without the fun and work of
the Baton Rouge Camellia Society’s
Annual Show (it would have been our
50th!), camellia care and work continue.
The LSU Burden Museum and Gardens
included the BRCS in its Arbor Day
activities. We had the opportunity to sell
camellia plants that our members had
grafted over the past three years. The sale
was a real success with more than 400
plants sold. Any plant that had a bloom
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almost walked out of the shade house,
practically selling itself! The BR club will
have one more chance to sell plants as it
will have held a sale on February 20, the
Saturday it would have had its annual
show. As I write this, the sale is in the
future so how successful it will be is
uncertain. Fingers crossed for great
weather.
The BRCS is an active grafting club
and, even with the pandemic, has been
grafting for future years’ sales. Before
February 20, 2021, BRCS has had four
grafting sessions with more than 400
plants grafted. Scions to support the grafting program have been provided by Jim
Campbell, John Grimm, Bruce Lewis,
Windrush Gardens, and local BRCS members. Thanks to all who contributed to the
BRCS grafting efforts with scions and, of
course, the grafters and helpers who made
it happen (See page 16).
As the show season ends, the time for
camellia care begins anew. Planting of
new acquisitions, picking up spent
blooms, mulching, spraying, and pruning
are all jobs we need to pursue. As the
weather becomes warmer in spring, go out
to the garden, and get busy, there’s work
to be done!
As ever, I ask you to share news,
events, articles, and personal stories with
The Camellian. Our editor, Kenn Campbell, can always use articles, pictures of
club activities, historical camellia anecdotes, and news events for our quarterly
publication. No article is too small, and
pictures are always welcome.
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There’s Something About a Tama
By
Dennis Hart, New Orleans, LA

T

here is something about a Tama. With
its unique petals bordered in white,
to me it looks like Japanese porcelain.
Tama-no-ura was discovered in 1947
in the woods on Fukue Island in the Goto
Islands off the coast of southern Japan.
Note: The Goto Islands were the planned
location of the International Camellia
Society (ICS) Conference scheduled for
February and March, 2020 but cancelled
due to COVID.

'Tama-no-ura'
The Original
Tama. Small to
medium, single,
red petals edged
in clear white.
(Nagasaki,
1973; Nuccio’s,
1979)

'Tama Bambino'
A seedling of
'Tama-no-ura.'
Miniature to
small, peony,
rose pink
petals bordered
with white.
(Nuccio’s, 1993)

'Tama-no-ura' was first exhibited in
Nagasaki in 1973 and then introduced in
the West by Nuccio’s Nursery in 1979. A
number of new varieties of Tama have
been introduced from seedlings and new
hybridizations. Shown below are a few of
the Tamas.
I have three Tamas in my garden:
'Tama Bambino' and 'Tama Glitters' (both
profuse bloomers) and 'Irrational
Exuberance' (fewer but very distinctive
blooms). Some of the Tamas are upright
and some like Irrational Exuberance, have
“spreading” growth – they grow out as
much as up.
In summary, you may want to have at
least one Tama in your garden. Their
blooms are truly distinctive.
4

'Tama Electra'
A seedling of
'Tama-no-ura.'
Small to
medium,
single, brilliant
dark red
bordered with
white.
(Nuccio’s,
1993)

'Tama Glitters'
A seedling of
'Tama-no-ura.'
Medium to large,
semi-double, red
with a white
border.(Nuccio’s,
1993)
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'Tama Loch
Laurel'
A seedling of
'Tama Electra.'
Medium, semidouble to loose
peony, red with
a white border.
Petaloids in the
center.
(Crawford,
2016)

'Alice
Creighton'
A seedling of
'Tama Glitters.'
Medium,
formal double,
rose pink with
white borders.
(Creighton,
2003)

'Carol’s Tama'
A chance
seedling. Small,
rose form
double, cherry
red with white
border.
(Hooton, 2020)

'Tama Peacock'
A chance
seedling. Small
to medium,
semi-double,
maroonish with
red washing to
white border.
(Nuccio’s,
2000)

'Tama Velvet'
A seedling of
'Tama-no-ura.'
Medium, semidouble, dark
red with a
narrow white
border.
(Nuccio’s,
2018)

'Tama Vino'
A seedling of
'Tama-no-ura.'
Small to medium,
semi-double, wine
red washing out to
a broad white
border. (Nuccio’s,
1993)
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'Irrational
Exuberance' A
seedling of
'Tama-noura.' Medium
to large, rose
form double,
white with red
veining at the
center. (Green,
2014)

'King’s Cup'
A seedling of
'Tama Peacock'
and 'San Dimas.'
Medium, semidouble, white
with maroon in
the center. The
flower is cup
shaped (King,
2019)
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The Face of a Camellia Show During The Pandemic
By the Pensacola Camellia Club

E

veryone in the camellia world was
wondering what would happen to
camellia shows when the 2020
camellia show season began. Then as the
first camellia shows were scheduled to
begin in Perry, Georgia, and other South
Georgia cities, they found out that almost
every Camellia Society or Club had
cancelled their shows. Camellia judges
who tend to be a little more life
experienced were staying close to home
to make sure they could be around for
camellia blooming season in the 2021 and
2022. They talked on the phone, and
shared photos of blooms on the computer
through E-Mail and Drop Box. They held
Society and Club meetings through Zoom
that was arranged through The American
Camellia Society or a computer literate
local Camellia Society member.
The camellia nursery people like
Tommy Alden at County Line Nursery
and Mark Crawford at Loch Laurel
Nursery experienced the 2020 camellia
season in a vastly different way. When
the spring of 2020 began people stayed
close to home and began to grow
vegetable gardens and flower gardens.
Local plant nurseries quickly sold out of
vegetable seeds and vegetable plants.
People also took a renewed interest in
flower gardening. The retail nurseries and
big box retail plant outlets sold most of
the plants they had on hand. In the fall,
retailers began making large orders for
camellia plants from growers like Mark
Crawford and Tommy Alden. I am sure
other camellia nurseries experienced the
same increase in camellia plant orders.
Local camellia societies also bought a lot
of plants to sell in the spring of 2021 as
6

the “News” told us that hopefully a
vaccine would be available at the end of
the year or early next year.
One of these clubs buying large
orders of plants was the Pensacola
Camellia Club. They used the “club van”
to haul large orders of camellia plants to
Pensacola. The Tallahassee Camellia
Society also bought an unusually large
amount of camellia plants. They doubled
their usual number of camellia plants
purchased to sell at the annual camellia
auction.
The face of camellia shows looked
pretty bleak for the 2020-2021 blooming
season. Then, judges got an invitation
from The Pensacola Camellia Club to
their annual Camellia Show in December.
What? A camellia show being held at the
local garden center in Pensacola? This
had to be wrong. But after a phone call to
Col. Dick Hooton in Pensacola, the news
was confirmed. They were having a
camellia show after all. Several judges
started gibbing and planning on taking a
few blooms to the show. We started
gibbing about six weeks before the show
like we always do, but the very warm
weeks before the show caused most of our
blooms to open after only three or four
weeks. The blooms really were fantastic
looking. The Pensacola people believed
the show would be a small one since
many judges who usually bring large
numbers of blooms had decided that the
risk of contracting the virus was just too
great for them to take a chance with their
health.
The dinner for judges was held at a
great Italian Restaurant V-Pauls in
downtown Pensacola. V-Pauls is owned
Camellian Vol. 47 No.2 Spring 2021

#1 Judge Roger Vinson
and Ellen entering
booms.

by local club member
Paul Bruno. The food was
excellent as it always is at
his restaurant.
The
Pensacola
Camellia Show was held
on December 12, 2020 at
The Garden Center on 9th
Avenue. The face of this
camellia show was very
different. (See Photo # 1)
The entry area was not
spacious, but everyone
had plenty of room to
enter
their
flowers
without being elbow to
elbow like it usually is at
camellia shows. (See
Photos # 2, # 3, & # 4))
Several club members
carried the blooms to the
staging area in the
exhibition room. In the
main room the blooms
were organized for easy
placement
by
Dick
Hooton, Skip Vogelsang,
and a couple of helpers.
Then 3 or 4 club members
placed the blooms on the
show
tables.
By
organizing the blooms
into different categories
the placement people
were kept apart to ensure
they did not have a lot of
close contact. (See Photos
# 5 & 6)

#2 Entering blooms

#4 Paul Bruno enters blooms

#3 Neal & Alan McMillan entering
blooms

#5 Placement
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#6 Christine
Frazier
placement

#7 Joe Holmes & Greg
Taylor judging

#8 Judge Vinson, Mike
Jinks, Joe Holmes,
Greg Taylor & Hunter
Charbonnet judging

#9 Joe
Holmes,
Dennis Hart
& Hunter
Charbonnet
judging
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When the judging
began it was easy to
distribute the judges
around the room since
there were 6 judges and 6
novice judges.
(See
Photos # 7, 8 & 9) The
judging went smoothly
and was finished early.
The most amazing
thing of the whole show
was what was going on
outside the show. The
Pensacola Club had set up
a tent outside to sell
plants. (See Photos # 10,
& 11) People came early,
from everywhere to buy
camellia plants. Lots of
plant customers bought
wagon loads of camellias
and never entered the
show. The Club sold 167
plants for $4, 670.00.
They sold the plants
purchased from Mark
Crawford and Tommy
Alden. They sold the
plants they air layered
locally and all the plants
they had grafted at Jim
Smelley’s greenhouses in
Agricola, Mississippi. I
guess people are tired of
staying inside the house
and want to get outside to
work in the yard. Planting
camellias is a great
outside activity.
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#10 Selling Plants

#11 John Davy selling plants

#13 Randolph Maphis and Jim Smelley relaxing
(#12) Relaxing Bette and Dick
Hooton

#15 Skip, Dick and Christi Hankins

#14 Judge Vinson & Jim Campbell
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#17 Best
Protected Bloom
'Miss Tulare'
Exhibited by
Randolph Maphis

#18 Best
Outside Bloom
'Dr. Clifford
Parks Var'
Exhibited by
Hunter
Charbonnet

#19 'Mary Ann
Lawrence Var'
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When the judging
was done it was time to
relax and check to see
who the big winners
were. (See Photos # 12,
13, 14, 15) Everyone
socialized, rested, and
watched the circus going
on outside at the plant
sale.
Randolph Maphis
won the best protected
bloom with 'Miss Tulare'
(# 17) and Hunter
Charbonnet won the best
outside bloom with 'Dr.
Clifford Parks Var.' (#
18). Jim Smelley won
the sweepstakes for the
protected blooms. His
blooms were simply
fantastic even if he did
not
cover
his
greenhouses this year.
Growers did not cover
their greenhouses this
year. I guess it is of no
use to dress up with
nowhere to go. But wait,
Pensacola was the place
to be on December 12,
2020.
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The
show
also
contained three relatively
new blooms, 'Mary Ann
Lawrence Var.' 'Virginia
Lynn' and 'Jennie J.
Lewis.' The plant sale had
5 plants of Pat B.
Johnson’s cultivar 'Jennie
J. Lewis' and 5 plants of
Bill and Linda Nichols’
new
introduction
'Virginia Lynn.' See
Photos (# 19 & 20). As
soon as people saw the
new blooms, and learned
the plants were outside,
the plants were sold.
Everyone
that
participated or saw the
show declared it a
success. There were over
950 blooms, and over 250
people came to see the
show. The quality of the
blooms displayed was
outstanding because the
deep south had not
experienced any freezing
nights.
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#20 'Jennie J.
Lewis'

(A) Bill and Linda
Nichols' seedlng
'Moonbeam'

(B) Bill and
Linda Nichols'
winning
seedling
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(#22) Toys for Tots and Marine Corps Reserve members.

(C) 'Dick Hardison' Best Tray of 3 -Same Variety
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The local Pensacola Club
gives the show prizes to the
Marine Reserve Toys for
Tots Program. (See Photo
#22) They buy toys to give
away to kids who really
appreciate having a toy for
Christmas. Judge Roger
Vinson and Jim Campbell
were in attendance and
both worked like dogs to
make sure the show went
well. (See Photo #23) No
one worked harder than
Col. Dick Hooton and Skip
Vogelsang. They do an
outstanding
job
of
organizing and running a
camellia
show.
The
Pensacola Club had about
20 members work the show
and they picked up 20 new
members
too.
New
members
during
the
pandemic. Who would
have guessed? No one got
sick by participating in or
viewing the show because
they were careful to wear
masks and keep their
distance from each other.
I guess you can do anything
if you want to bad enough.
Congratulations, Pensacola
Camellia Club.
Photos for this article
were taken by Christi
Hankins and Randolph
Maphis. Randolph Maphis
took the following: 17, 18,
19, 20, 21, and A, C. The
rest were all by Christi
Hankins of the Pensacola
Club.
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DYI Graft Covers
By Barb Comstock
Develope reusable DIY camellia graft covers to replace one-time-use polyethylene
cups by using old political signs. You can replicate the 30 or 32 ounce size polyethylene
cups by using signs that are 18” by 30.”

Cut the sign in half
horizontally.

Cut each half vertically.

Sacrificing one of
the quarters, cut
3-3/4 inch squares
for the top. Score
half way through
in one inch
intervals.

Bend rectangles
into a column.
Using indoor/
outdoor tape,
tape open sides
together.

On one side, tape the top
onto the column with
permanent tape.

Score each quarter with lines
cut half through at the 3 -3/4
inch mark.

Tape the remaining sides with
easy to remove masking tape.
Open sections as plant grows.
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Now you have a
re-useable, re-purposed
graft cover!
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St. Francis Villa Camellia Show
By Nick Piazza, Kenner, LA

I

n the time of Covid 19 and show
cancellations throughout the
Southern Region, Joe Horil, the 100
year old member of the Camellia
Club of New Orleans, and his nieces
Laura and Mickey, organized a show
for the residents of St. Francis Villa,
an assisted living facility in River
Ridge, LA (which is currently in
“Lockdown”) on Friday, January 7.
2021. Seeking assistance from the
Camellia Club of New Orleans, John
Grimm and Nick Piazza answered
the call picking nearly 200 blooms
on Thursday for Friday’s show. With
Joe serving as the show chairman,
and his nieces providing flower
arrangement made with blooms from
Joe’s personal collection, banners
and placement of the blooms, the
show was held. The blooms were
judged by the residents. Only considering color-pink, red, white and
variegated, the following blooms
were selected the winners by the
mostly septuagenarian plus residents:
'Veiled Beauty' won “Best Overall
Bloom”, 'Pink Masterpiece' –’’Best
Pink”, 'Sweet Lara'- “Best Red”, 'Dr.
Lillian Hanchey' – “Best White” and
'Magic City'- “Best Variegated”. The
sixty one (61) residents of St. Francis
Villa participated as viewers and/or
judges of the blooms. After the show,
the residents were allowed to take the
blooms to their room. The show was
a huge success and was enjoyed both
by the residents and the staff. So
much so, that a request has been
made to hold a show again next year.
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Joe Horil, member of the Camellia Club of New Orleans,
organized the St. Francis Villa Camellia Show.
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Update on the PCC Green Shed
By Debbie & Trumin Brown , Gulf Breeze, FL

T

he Pensacola Camellia Club was in need
of a storage facility for our show supplies
and gardening equipment. Paul Bruno led the
committee to purchase and supervised the
placement of the shed on our property where
our T. Morris Shade House is located. Some
of you may remember helping with our project
of priming and painting the outside of the
building awhile ago.

The Shed is divided into two sections.
The area behind the double doors will hold
mowers, tools, weed eater and so on. The other
larger area accessible through the side door
will be for storage of supplies for the show, a
small kitchenette, and most importantly a
bathroom. The kitchenette will have a microwave, sink and cabinet. These items were not
in the original plans which gave John Mate
our past president/ retired General Contractor

a headache. Most of the interior work has been
completed by John, Lauren Mate and Trumin
Brown provided additional labor as needed.
Additionally, the following projects have
been completed on the property.
Septic tank—Dick Hooton was instrumental
in coordinating this installation with contractors.
Electrical – Bill Lyford directed John Mate
on trenching for wire and the work crew ran
wires from the main fuse box to the shed.
Heating and air conditioning unit was
overseen by Trumin so the humidity can be
controlled to protect our items.
Interior - John Mate was busy installing
partitions, electricaal wiring, insulation, and
paneling. You can see the need to measure
twice and cut once.
All of this has been made possible by
funds from the Club Foundation, membership
dues, plant sales and the gracious and generous
donation of Thelka Morris (Miss “T”) which
has allowed us to progress with this project.
There are plans to install a deck with an
awning on the outside of the building so we
can grill food and rest after a hard day’s work
of potting air layers.

John Mate works on finishing interior of the PCC Storage Shed
Camellian Vol. 47 No.1 Spring 2021
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Past President Dennis Hart (New Orleans) and Clerk
Sally Seeds (Atlanta) inspecting blooms in Brookhaven.

These beautiful camellias are from Katherine and
Marianne Geeker’s yards in Pensacola. They send
New Year’s wishes to the club members and feel sad
that they are not able to attend the general meetings.
Katherine is our oldest camellia club member who
gets outside to enjoy her yard and her camellias with
her daughter Marianne.

BRCS Grafts 2021 - 400 made and still some
understock to go..

AROUND THE

Baton Rouge Camellia Society grafters move inside to
avoid the rain and although the lighting was not so
good, they stayed dry. Here grafters Gordon Rabalais Aletha O' Quinn assists grafters Charlie Johnson
and Joe Holmes are assisted by Harriet Buckner and and Kerry Hawkins.
Kay Clark.
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The Camellia Club of Mobile grafting crew has been busy. Members have completed 101 grafts. Kudos to
Jim Smelley, Don Oyler, Jimmy Walker, Leo Brown, Greg Mccaslin, Fran Mccaslin, Sharon Emmons, Tom
Getz, Kai DenBleyker, Bonny Trippe, and Larry Heard.

GULF

C O AS
T

Past President Dennis Hart (New
Orleans) and Clerk Sally Seeds
(Atlanta) inspecting blooms at
Brookhaven Show.

Joe Holmes' tray of three different varieties are all dressed
up with no place to show. l to r. 'Willard Scott', 'Leah
Mike and Ann Ruth prepare scions and keep Gay', and 'Amazing Graces.'
records of the grafting.
Camellian Vol. 47 No.1 Spring 2021
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Something About Seedlings – Part 3
By John Grimm, Metairie, LA

W

ell, did you pick and plant your
seeds? Don’t be impatient, but
I hope for those of you who want
“instant” gratification, I hope you had
some autumn shoots. A few of our 2020
seeds (about 600) germinated in the Fall
and are coping with intermittent freezes
just fine. More should start popping up
as the Spring commences and grow into
plants that could have that “special
bloom.” Some of our potted seedlings,
about 4,200 or so, have begun blooming
– nothing special, all were either plain
singles (red, white and pink) or
inauspicious semi-doubles. They are
just some extra grafting stock for adding
varieties to the collection. Camellias are
definitely not for those who expect
immediate response since the seedlings
take so long to bloom – if you need that,
hybridize day lilies as many camellia
growers have done.
Last year’s many Camellia Heaven
seedlings registered were mentioned
previously (last issue); however, one not
discussed was a dark red/purplish peony
named 'Samantha Nicole.' I had planned
another name, but a friend had what he
thought was a seedling in his yard and
asked me about registering it. It was
white with red stripes and also had a red
sport. I identified the striped version,
but since the red had bloomed for many
years I suggested he might be able to
register the sport; I could find no red
sport mentioned in the nomenclature.
On further investigation in the
International Register, I found reference
to the red sport. He was crestfallen as
he planned its naming as a birthday
18

present for his wife. I asked what his
wife’s name was and learned it was
'Samantha Nicole.' Since my daughter’s

C. japonica 'Samantha Nicole'

name is Samantha and my niece’s is
Nicole, I offered him choice of one of
my seedlings which I thought were
worthy of registration (I could name a
variety for his wife and my daughter and
niece at the same time). He picked the
dark peony; his wife was thrilled when
she saw the registered bloom with her
name in picture. She should now have
an actual plant as I provided him with
scions for grafting as well.
Another Camellia Heaven bloom
ready for registration is 'Sandra Marie
Grimm.' Sandy came into my life about
2 years ago at a presentation to her
garden club. A gardener, already
familiar with camellias (her family had
some at their home), she and her mother
asked many questions and told of a
camellia in the back yard of their old
Camellian Vol. 47 No.2 Spring 2021

paper and pictures needed to be
provided; now all can be accomplished
on the internet with pictures emailed as
well. A small fee is required for the
inclusion of a picture in the Camellia
Journal.
The first varieties Stephanie and I
helped to register were 'Sawada’s
Mahogany' and 'Stephen’s Garden.'
Bobby Green was growing and selling

C. japonica seedling 'Sandra Marie Grimm'

home in Algiers. I offered to reproduce
it. When following up regarding the
plant’s location and their continued
desire for it, I succumbed to her charms
and asked her out. Sandy is now the wife
of that “crazy camellia collector” and
finds Camellia Heaven to be a camellia
bloom wonderland. The “Sandra” won
best seedling at the Brookhaven Show
two years ago. It reminds me of 'Atkins’
Gift,' the first registration, with its formal
double shape and incurved petals, but
this bloom has a much darker, richer
color. Hopefully there will be more to
come as wild seedlings bloom and the
4,200 plus begin to reveal themselves.
Oh what fun the next years will be.
Stephanie and I helped others to
register their camellias as well as register
our own. The process basically calls for
providing measurements of the blooms,
their leaves, pictures thereof (that show
the bloom head on with and without a
ruler to establish actual size, and the bush
(to establish its growth habit) and sign
off from two accredited judges that the
blooms have some difference or
uniqueness compared to others already
registered. Early on, this process was on
Camellian Vol. 47 No.1 Spring 2021

c. jap. 'Sawada's Mahogany,' 1971, K. Sawada,
Mobile, AL

C. japonica 'Stephen's Garden'

these, but wasn’t going to register them.
We filled out all the paperwork for him
for both varieties and at a SELNA
19

convention in Mobile, took the
necessary pictures of the blooms since
he had them at the convention hall on
display. We gave him all he needed to
just mail in the forms and obtain the
registration. Stephanie’s father was
Stephen and that motivated our effort
and the 'Sawada’s Mahogany' was so
different and came from a great name in
camelliadom, they had to be registered.
Many have thanked me for assisting as
they wanted to show the 'Sawada’s
Mahogany' which they had purchased,
but could not until the registration was
accomplished.
Friends have shared their seedlings
and asked for assistance in registering
their interesting blooms. Stephanie and
I met Bob and Peggy Kammer of the
Fort Walton Camellia Society when we
showed blooms at their annual show.
They became friends and even moreso
when we were evacuated for Katrina.
My son-in-law and I wanted to return to
Metairie to check out our houses, but
fuel availability was an issue. We
looked all over for gas cans and none
could be found. While gas was
available in the Fort Walton/Destin area
where we were staying, containers to
travel with to assure not running out
were not. Stymied, we turned to the
Fort Walton Camellia Society and called
Bob and Peggy for assistance. Within
hours, they rounded up six 5 gallon gas
cans , even more surprising was they
were filled. We made the trip back and
forth and returned the cans filled as we
lucked out finding gas each time we
needed it. But they became special
friends as did many in the Fort Walton
Camellia Society. Later the Kammers
shared a seedling that Bob said he was
going to register; however, he never did
20

so. When I heard of his death, I decided
to move ahead and register the new
variety for him. I reached out to Peggy
for an appropriate name (named for
him, her, or a child), but before she
responded, she passed as well. I
therefore proposed some names to the
Fort Walton club members and the new
variety was registered as 'Kammer’s
Legacy' (honoring both Bob and Peggy).

C. japonica 'Kammer's Legacy'

C. japonica 'Houltanwood'

Another recent registration was
'Houltonwood.'
The
name
Houltonwood has not only been
Camellian Vol. 47 No.2 Spring 2021

associated with Morris Marlbrough’s
property in Northern Tangipahoa Parish
(on Houltonwood Drive) where he and
his wife planted numerous camellias,
but also carries the names of the estate
that became the locally reknowned
Zemurray Gardens. The Houltons
owned the property from 1918 to 1928
and remodeled the main building and
were clearly an influence throughout the
parish. While the 'Houltonwood' bloom
came from Mr. Marlborough’s garden,
it carries a more storied name and the
impressive history of the area.
Ten blooms, including 'John Lloyd
Grimm,' were registered by Dr. Richard

Valois.' Mr. Patin picked the worst
looking seedling he could find and
named it for Marcel; needless to say he
was not as enamored of Marcel as his

C. japonica 'Dr. Richard p. Strobach'

daughter was. The Patin/Strobach
property has many, many seedlings.
Interestingly, many are beautiful formal
doubles, each with a perfection like the
'Pink Perfection' we all love. Hopefully,
we will see many more registrations of
the Strobach garden’s “offspring”.
Mr. Doiron of Baton Rouge, LA,
Paul Langford of Greenville, AL, and
C. japonica 'John Lloyd Grimm'

Strobach with my assistance. These
were mostly named for family and
family friends.
The Strobachs
purchased the old Patin property and its
fabulous garden of Louisiana and other
registrars. It was there that Stephanie
and I found a Louisiana variety we were
hunting for called Marcel Valois. Most
of us know the beautiful bloom Mr.
Patin named for his daughter, Mary
Agnes Patin, but few know of the bloom
he named for his son-in-law, 'Marcel
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C. jap. 'Doiron's Legacy'

Lionel Worthy of Gainesville, FL shared
some seedlings they were watching.
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Each did not intend to name their
“creations,” but indicated that we could do
so. Each should be registered as a “legacy”
to these local camellia luminaries and their
love of their gardens and camellias. Mr.
Doiron had a beautiful garden, row after
row of carefully maintained camellias, near
a pond that attracted Canadian geese each
winter. He even named one and hated their
pecking at his vegetables. You couldn’t
miss it on your way to LSU games along
Highway 30 when all in bloom. Mr.
Langford’s garden, mostly tiered as well
due to the hilly property, included a dark,
nearly black, seedling that was truly
special. Mr. Worthy allowed anyone who
joined the Gainesville Camellia Society to
air-layer his plants. Stephanie and I drove
to Gainesville and spent a day air-layering

C. japonica 'Worthy's Legacy'

about 60 plants in the garden. We called
Mr. Worthy and asked about a time to
return to harvest the air-layers and found
him at his daily dominos game. Before
actually arriving at the agreed day and time
in order to find and harvest them, Mr.
Worthy passed. We were shocked. We
then had to obtain permission to return to
the property for the air-layers. We found
all the plants we air-layered and they
became a special contribution to the initial
Grimm efforts to collect and preserve
camellias.
Other seedlings named include the
following:
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C. japonica 'Alexis Ryan Maxwell'

C. japonica 'Meghann Marlise'

C. japonica 'Dr. D. Lawerence Wade'
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C. japonica 'Barbara C. Strobach'

C. japonica 'Dr. Ralph Maxwell'

C japonica 'Bridgette Gette Hillary'

C. japonica 'Mr. Terry Adams'

Adios for now, more another day about the
started seeds, camellia seedling growth, and
their registration.
C. japonica 'Mrs. Rebecca Jeanfreu'
Camellian Vol. 47 No.1 Spring 2021
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Hurricane Sally Hits the Pensacola Camellia Club
By Alan C. McMillan, Florida Vice President, GCCS

I

n the early morning hours of
Wednesday, September 16,
2020, Hurricane Sally’s eyewall
crossed over the Pensacola area,
bringing 90+ MPH winds, lots
of rain and storm surge. Sally
was expected to make landfall
somewhere along the Louisiana
coast and its last-minute turn to
the northeast caught us by
surprise and unprepared.
Having said that, I really don’t
know how you prepare your
200+ planted camellias for such
a storm.
By about 8 AM the heavy
winds had passed through the
area and I got to see the damage
to my home, dock, yard and
camellias. I was lucky that
more damage was not done.
My home has approximately
260 feet of waterfront on Star
Lake, which really is a small
bayou, and it is only 200 yards
from the open waters of
Pensacola Bay. I lost a couple
of trees, my boat lift, lots of
large oak tree limbs, fencing
and substantial damage to my
camellias. I also lost lots of
shingles and a new roof has now
been installed. Months of
debris cleanup lay ahead for
everyone in the area.
My
camellias
were
damaged mostly by rising
water, wind and falling tree
limbs.
About 45 of my
camellias are planted in areas
near the waters front of Star
24
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Lake and with approximately
7+ feet of storm surge, all of
those went under water to some
extent.
Interestingly, the
brackish
water
affected
different
plants
very
differently. Some, like 'Star
above Star,' a Vernalis, and
'Royal Velvet Var.,' a Japonica,
started dying immediately.
Others, like 'Amy Connors,' a
Japonica,
and
several
Reticulata’s,
including
'MacKenzie
Green'
and
'Victoria Widden,' struggled for
several weeks before slowly
dying. An unexpected new
workload was the washing
away of probably a truckload
of pine bark mulch.
I am guessing that another
three dozen camellias, from
small plants to six footers, got
blown or bent over by the
strong winds. This required
careful digging around the
roots and bracing back in the
upright position. I plan to leave
the bracing in place until at
least summertime.
Careful pruning of the
broken limbs has cleaned up
most all of the other damaged
plants.
With all this damage, I was
surprised that so many, though
looking
tattered,
stilled
bloomed this season. With
Covid-19, most shows were
cancelled, but I and my
neighbors have still enjoyed the
many hundred blooms that our
beloved camellias put forth.
These pictures show some
of Hurricane Sally’s effects.
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Camellia Crossword
All clues are from the Winter 2021 issue of the Camellian.

c. jap. 'Pink Perfection'

ACROSS

DOWN

2 St. Francisville resident new GCCS president

1 avoid when grafting

5 unique shade house demolished by H. Delta

3 sasanqua won the race at 'ThousandaireRow'

7 cool and refreshing c. japonica devoured by H. Sally

4 plant got too big for its britches?

8 a worthy tax deduction

6 Buds dropping? get _________

9 censured shade–providing flowering plant

10 Pink Perfection alias

11 early immigrant to US colonies 1792

12 a 'plum' pretty ornamental camellia

13 above ground propagation technique
14 happy seed planter
15 singing c. japonica

Down
1. Full Moon 3. Sparkling Burgundy 4. Rootbound 6. Boron 10. Otome 12 Higo
Across
2. Joe Holmes 5. Pear Tree 7. Raspberry Sherbert 8. Camellian Fund 9. Confederate Rose 11. Alba Plena
13. Air-layering 14. John Grimm 15. Lily Pons

Camellia Crossword Answers
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In the Spring Garden
pring is usually a busy time in the
Camellia garden. It's time to mulch,
prune, spray, fertilize, finish spring
grafting, do air layers, and do a general
cleanup of the plants, such as removing
all old blooms and weak limbs.

S

require very little, if any, supplemental
fertilizer. The decaying organic matter in
the mulch usually provides enough
nutrients and trace elements to a plant that
has been pruned of 15% of its foliage and
kept well mulched.

Spring Grafting:
If you haven't
completed your grafting, it can be
finished up in March. To avoid scions that
have new growth or begun to "move"
remove the terminal growth bud down to
the next eye and graft only "blind eyes."
Check new grafts in 4 to 6 weeks. When
new growth has started, punch a hole in
the cup to begin hardening off the new
growth. Enlarge the hole every week and
when the new growth has reached the top
of the cup, remove entire top of cup.
Leave the cup in place to protect the new
growth for a couple of months.

Pruning: Established camellias like to be
pruned and late winter and early spring is
usually the best time to do your pruning,
after most of the blooms are finished and
before the new growth takes off. Prune all
weak or spindly limbs and those with only
a few leaves on the end. Take enough
limbs out to allow air to the inside of the
plant and prune to size and shape desired.
Take about 10-15% of the foliage off those
plants that have reached the size you want.
You will be rewarded with renewed vigor
and stimulated growth along with better
blooms in the coming blooming season.
If you have some older plants that
have grown too tall and less productive,
they can be severely pruned now to
rejuvenate them. Cutting back all or most
of the plant to about waist high will
encourage new growth to form. In fall thin
excess growth to shape the plant. You may
not get blooms the first year after severe
pruning, but from then on you will get
much better performance than before
pruning.
Dieback can be a problem all year
long in our area, but the greatest exposure
to the infection seems to be in the spring
when the old leaves fall off or limbs are
pruned or otherwise damaged. Prune away
all infected limbs down below the canker
or wound on the limb or trunk and treat
with Captan and benomyl. Pruning paint
is optional. Dry benomyl added to watersoluble pruning paint seems to work well
when painted on the treated area. Sterilize

Fertilizing: Young plants will benefit
from a small amount of commercial
Camellia and Azalea or “nursery special”
type fertilizer around the base of the plant
in mid February to early March and
another light application in the summer.
Don't over-do it as too much fertilizer will
get you plenty of new growth, but very
few blooms.
Mulching: Maintain a good layer of about
4" of mulch around your plant all year.
When needed just add another layer on top
to dress it up; and allow for breaking down
of the organic matter through the summer.
The ideal mulch is chopped up oak leaves
topped with pine straw to hold it in place.
However, any organic material can be
used as mulch. If you’ve mulched in this
way for a couple years or more, and
you’ve pruned regularly, the plant will
Camellian Vol. 47 No.1 Spring 2021
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your pruning tools often using fungicide
or chlorine bleach solution to keep them
clean while you do the pruning.
Spraying: March and April are good
months to spray your camellias to control
tea scale and spider mites. Tea scale is
evident by the white covering on the
underside of the leaves. The scale itself is
a small brown insect attached to the leaf
under the white stuff. Spider mites are
present if you have a brown or bronze
streak down the center of the leaves. Use
any oil emulsion type product (ultra fine
oil, dormant oil spray, etc.) and spray
under the leaves to suffocate the scale or
mites A few drops of Dawn or similar
liquid detergent help the spray to stick to
the leaves. Spray again in a week or 10
days, since you will not be able to get them
all in the first pass. After you’ve done this
and got most of the plant scale-free, you
can follow-up spray with Neem Oil, which
acts as a long term preventive. It is
absorbed by the plant and makes the plant
unpalatable to insects and they starve to
death. “Triple Action” is another all
purpose product that contains neem oil.
Containers: If you have limited space for
gardening, consider growing some
camellias in containers. Camellias will do
very well in containers and require only
periodic repotting to maintain a vigorous
plant. They grow slowly, can be pruned to
control their size, and require less care
than most other container plants. Almost
any container or planter can be used,
depending on the desires of the owner.
Pots can be placed on roller dollys for ease
in moving around on patios or decks.
Avoid keeping containers in direct sun all
day long, because of the heating effect on
the pot, soil and roots. Use a good soil mix
containing composted pine bark and sandy
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loam topsoil. Adding perlite to the mix
will help hold moisture between
waterings. Water twice a week without
rain and possibly more often in the hot
dry summer periods. Fertilize container
plants with a tablespoon or so of a
"Nursery Special” type each month from
March to about August. The monthly
feeding is necessary since nutrients are
washed out every time the pot is watered.
With proper choice of early, mid and late
blooming varieties, you can enjoy blooms
throughout the season from October
through March each year.
Planting: If you bought camellia plants
during the winter months, keep the
container watered regularly until you
plant them in the ground. If your area
contains a heavy clay soil, especially in
developed areas where all topsoil was
removed at development, you should
amend the soil with sand or sandy loam
and compost. Planting in raised beds or
berms works well, allowing the use of
porous soil mix for good drainage and
new root development. In clayey soils
individual specimens can be planted in a
hole half the depth of the pot and soil
mounded around the top half of the root
ball, then mulched well. In sandy or well
drained soils, plant just slightly above
natural soil line. Fertilizing at planting is
usually not necessary; a root stimulator
solution can be used to encourage growth
of new roots in the soil mix. Make sure
that you add enough mulch to last
through the summer and fall.
Your work will prepare the plants for
the summer and set the stage for enjoying
the next blooming season when the fun
starts again.
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Editor’s Notes
By Kenn Campbell, Baton Rouge, LA
kennbc@cox.net
Mad About Mulch- When reading about
mulching on page 27 of this issue,it
reminded me of how much I appreciate
mulch. When my father passed away in
1983, I inherited the maintenance of his
camellia garden (next door). My father
never mulched his camellias. He mowed
around them and hand pulled the grass at
the base. They were growing in the lawn
and didn't seem to mind at all.
I continued with his method for a
while, it didn't take long for me to realize
that, since I was working full time, I
couldn't take care of two camellia gardens.
Some of the plants had grown so big that
I couldn't get between them with the lawn
mower, so I took after them with a weedeater. But after killing a couple of plants
by eating off the bark at the base, I gave
up on this method.
I decided that the best solution would
be to mulch these camellias like I had
done at my house. The only problem was
where would I get enough leaves to mulch
200+ plants at his house and another 200+
at my house. In addition to my leaf fall,
I had been collecting bagged leaves along
the streets to take care of my plants and
they were in pretty good shape mulchwise. But there just wouldn't be enough to
mulch another 200 plants.
I had noticed that the Cinclare
Plantation sugar mill, just across the river
from Baton Rouge, always had a huge pile
bagasse during grinding season. I stopped
and asked if they would mind anyone
taking some. They said they would be
glad to be rid of it as they spent the
summer hauling it to the river and
dumping it behind the levee for the spring
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high water to wash away. My problem
solved.
I had marked off areas around the
camellias to make beds to be mulched. I
had started dumping what few leaves I
could mow up in the area, but it was
skimpy mulch and slow going.
So, after visiting Cinclare, I hitched

Cinclare Sugar Mill

up my trailer and proceeded to the bagasse
pile and started pitch-forking it into my
trailer. The fellow who operated the frontend loader that moved the bagasse from
the mill to the pile saw me working and
came over. With two scoops of his loader
he filled my trailer. I would make a
couple of trips every weekend until I had
enough bagasse to mulch all the camellias.
I continued this routine for several
years until some smart fella at the mill
devised a way to burn the bagasse to fire
their boilers. My source of bagasse had
burned away. I guess that it was better for
the environment and, besides, the pine
trees we had planted 20 years earlier were
beginning to make enough pine straw to
keep the beds mulched.
A friend who worked at the LSU
poultry farm told me they were getting
ready to clean out some chicken houses
and if I would bring my trailer over
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Gulf Coast Camellia Society
Invitation to Join

C. japonica ‘Gus Menard’ 1962, by Ernest
Judice, New Orleans, LA

C. japonica ‘Elegans Supreme’ 1960,
W. F. Bray, Pensacola, FL

C. japonica ‘Emmett Pfingstl’ 1950,
Pfingstl Nursery, Montgomery, FL

The Gulf Coast Camellia Society was organized in
1962 for the purpose of extending appreciation and
enjoyment of camellias. The Society strives to
provide information to its members about all aspects
of the care and culture of camellia plants as well as
the exhibiting and showing of camellia blooms. The
Society also serves as a forum for members to share
and exchange information and experiences with
other members.
Annual dues for membership in the Gulf Coast
Camellia Society are $10.00 for individuals and
$12.00 for couples. Membership runs from October
through September each year. Life Membership is
available at $200 for individual and $240 for
couples. Included with membership are four
issues of The Gulf Coast Camellian which contains
articles on all aspects of camellia culture as well as
serving as an exchange of news and information
between and for members. The Camellian also
contains reports of the Society’s operations, minutes
of meetings, financial reports, show news, and other
subjects of interest to our members.
To join, send your name, address, phone number,
and e-mail address, along with your payment to Gulf
Coast Camellia Society, in care of Ann Ruth, 726
High Plains Ave., Baton Rouge, LA 70810
Name: _____________________________________
Address: ___________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
Telephone:_________________________________
E-mail: ____________________________________

C. japonica ‘Chep Morrison’ 1955,
Thomas Clower, Gulfport, MS
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The Gulf Coast Camellia Society
Officers and Board Members 2020 - 2022
President Joe Holmes
11931 Indigo Dr.
St. Francisville, LA 70775
(225) 721-2084 josephcjr@bellsouth.net
Vice-President Bruce Clement
138 Chamale Dr.
Slidell, LA 70406-2560
(985) 259-5527
bruce.clement@clementconsultinggroup.com
Treasurer Mike Ruth
726 High Plains Ave.
Baton Rouge, LA 70810
(225) 767-1388 mruthmd@gmail.com
Secretary Jim Campbell
16068 Riverside Dr.
Covington. LA 70435-7923
(985-603-9899 rivercamellia@bellsouth.net

State Vice-Presidents
Alabama
Florida
Georgia
Louisiana
Mississippi

Mike Jinks, Gulf Shores, AL
Alan McMillan, Pensacola, FL
Mark Crawford, Valdosta, GA
Edward Martin, Belle Chase, LA
Jim Smelley, Moss Point, MS
Bill Perkins, Brookhaven, MS
Texas Hal Vanis, Henderson, TX

Immediate Past President Dennis Hart, New Orleans, LA
Chairman Finance Committee Mike Ruth, Baton Rouge, LA
The Gulf Coast Camellia Society is a non-profit corporation chartered 12/14/1962
in the State of Louisiana (charter no. 03207330n).
The Gulf Coast Camellian is published quarterly
by the Gulf Coast Camellia Society, Inc.
Kenneth B. Campbell, Editor
3310 Fairway Drive
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
(225) 923-1697 kennbc@cox.net
Printed by Vivid Ink Graphics. Baton Rouge, LA
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Photo Alabama Camellias

C. japonica 'Magnoliaeflora' Becalli, Japan to Italy 1886

